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1 Motivation
In a datacenter, matching a particular application to just
enough memory and CPUs is hard. A commodity server
tightly couples memory and compute, hosting a fixed number
of CPUs and RAM modules that are unlikely to exactly match
the computational requirements of any particular application.
Even if a datacenter contains a heterogeneous mix of server
configurations, the load on each server (and thus the amount
of available resources for a new application) changes dynam-
ically as old applications exit and new applications arrive.
Thus, even state-of-the-art cluster schedulers [25,26] struggle
to efficiently bin-pack a datacenter’s aggregate collection of
CPUs and RAM. For example, Google [26] and Alibaba [18]
report that the average server has only ~60% memory utiliza-
tion, with substantial variance across machines.

Disaggregated datacenter memory [3, 5, 7, 8, 11, 23, 24] is
a promising solution. In this approach, a CPU can be paired
with an arbitrary set of possibly-remote RAM modules, with
a fast network interconnect keeping access latencies to far
memory small. From a developer’s perspective, far memory
can be exposed to applications in several ways. For example,
an OS can treat far RAM as a swap device, transparently
exchanging pages between local RAM and far RAM [5,11,24].
Alternatively, an application-level runtime like AIFM [23]
can expose remotable pointer abstractions to developers, such
that pointer dereferences (or the runtime’s detection of high
memory pressure) trigger swaps into and out of far memory.

Much of the prior work on disaggregated memory [3,23,28]
has a common limitation: a lack of fault tolerance. Unfor-
tunately, in a datacenter containing hundreds of thousands
of machines, faults are pervasive. Many of these faults are
planned, like the distribution of kernel upgrades that require
server reboots, or the intentional termination of a low-priority
task when a higher-priority task arrives. However, many server
faults are unpredictable, like those caused by hardware fail-
ures or kernel panics. Thus, any practical system for far mem-
ory has to provide a scalable, fast mechanism to recover from
unexpected server failures. Otherwise, the failure rate of an
application using far memory will be much higher than the
failure rate of an application that only uses local memory;
the reason is that the use of far memory increases the set of
machines whose failure can impact an application [6].

Some prior far-memory systems do provide fault toler-
ance via replication [5, 11, 24]. However, replication-based
approaches suffer from high storage overheads. Hydra [15]
uses erasure coding, which has smaller storage penalties than
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Figure 1: Carbink’s high-level architecture.

replication. However, Hydra’s coding scheme stripes a sin-
gle memory page across multiple remote nodes. This means
that a compute node requires multiple network fetches to re-
construct a page; furthermore, computation over that page
cannot be outsourced to remote memory nodes, since each
node contains only a subset of the page’s bytes.

In this paper, we present Carbink,1 a new framework for
far memory that provides efficient, high-performance fault
tolerance via span-based memory management and erasure
coding. Unlike Hydra, Carbink also allows computation to
be offloaded to remote memory nodes. We have implemented
Carbink atop our datacenter infrastructure. Compared to Hy-
dra, Carbink has up to 29% lower tail latency and 48% higher
application performance, with at most 35% more remote mem-
ory usage.

2 Carbink Design
Figure 1 depicts the high-level architecture of Carbink. Com-
pute nodes execute single-process (but potentially multi-
threaded) applications that want to use far memory. Memory
nodes provide far memory that compute nodes use to store
application data that cannot fit in local RAM. A logically-
centralized memory manager tracks the liveness of compute
nodes and memory nodes. The manager also coordinates the
assignment of far memory regions to compute nodes. When a
memory node wants to make a local memory region available
to compute nodes, the memory node registers the region with
the memory manager. Later, when a compute node requires
far memory, the compute node sends an allocation request to
the memory manager, who then assigns a registered, unallo-
cated region. Upon receiving a deallocation message from a
compute node, the memory manager marks the associated re-
gion as available for use by other compute nodes. A memory

1Carbink is a Pokémon that has a high defense score.
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node can ask the memory manager to deregister a previously
registered (but currently unallocated) region, withdrawing the
region from the global pool of far memory.

Carbink does not require participating machines to use cus-
tom hardware. For example, any machine in a datacenter can
be a memory node if that machine runs the Carbink memory
host daemon. Similarly, any machine can be a compute node
if that node’s applications use the Carbink runtime.

From the perspective of an application developer, the
Carbink runtime allows a program to dynamically allocate
and deallocate memory objects of arbitrary size. Programs ac-
cess those objects through AIFM-like remotable pointers [23].
When applications dereference pointers that refer to non-local
(i.e., swapped-out) objects, Carbink pulls the desired objects
from far memory. Under the hood, Carbink’s runtime manages
objects using spans and spansets. A span is a contiguous run
of memory pages; a single region allocated by a compute
node contains one or more spans. Similar to slab allocators
like Facebook’s jemalloc [9] and Google’s TCMalloc [10,12],
Carbink rounds up each object allocation to the bin size of the
relevant span, and aligns each span to the page size used by
compute nodes and memory nodes. Carbink swaps far mem-
ory into local memory at the granularity of a span; however,
when local memory pressure is high, Carbink swaps local
memory out to far memory at the granularity of a spanset
(i.e., a collection of spans of the same size). In preparation
for swap-outs, background threads on compute nodes group
cold objects into cold spans, and bundle a group of cold spans
into a spanset; at eviction time, the threads generate erasure-
coding parity data for the spanset, and then evict the spanset
and the parity data to remote nodes. We term this approach
EC-Batch, as spans are evicted in batches.

In Carbink, each span lives in exactly one place: the local
RAM of a compute node, or the far RAM of a memory node.
Thus, swapping a span from far RAM to local RAM creates
dead space (and thus fragmentation) in far RAM. Carbink
runs pauseless defragmentation threads in the background,
asynchronously reclaiming space to use for later swap-outs.

Carbink disallows cross-application memory sharing. This
approach is a natural fit for our target applications, and has
the advantage of simplifying failure recovery and avoiding
the need for expensive coherence traffic [24].

3 Evaluation
Microbenchmarks: To get a preliminary idea of Carbink’s
performance, we created a synthetic benchmark that wrote 15
million 1 KB objects (totalling 15 GB) to a remotable array.
The compute node’s local memory had space to store 7.5
GB of objects (i.e., half of the total set). The compute node
spawned 128 threads on 32 logical cores to access objects;
the access pattern had a Zipfian-distributed [22] skew of 0.99.

Figure 2 shows the 99th-percentile latency with various
object access loads. Both of the fault-tolerant schemes even-
tually hit a “hockey stick” in tail latency growth when the
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Figure 2: Microbenchmark load-
latency curves.
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Figure 3: KV-store transaction
throughput.

schemes could no longer catch up with the offered load. EC-
Batch had the highest sustained throughput (6.0 Mops), which
was 40% higher than the throughput of the state-of-the-art Hy-
dra (4.3 Mops). Hydra had worse performance because it had
to issue four RMA requests to swap in one span; thus, Hydra
quickly became bottlenecked by network IO. In contrast, EC-
Batch only issued one RMA request per swap-in. EC-Batch
had 18%-29% lower tail latency than Hydra under the same
load (before reaching the “hockey-stick”). The reason was
that Hydra’s larger number of RMAs per swap-in left Hydra
more vulnerable to stragglers [15]. Also recall that EC-Batch
can support computation offloading [4, 14, 23, 30], which is
hard with Hydra (§1).
Macrobenchmarks: We further evaluated Carbink using an
in-memory transactional key-value store that would benefit
from remote memory. This application implemented a transac-
tional in-memory B-tree, exposing it via a key/value interface
similar to that of MongoDB [20]. Each remotable object was
a 4 KB value stored in a B-tree leaf. The application spawned
128 threads, and each thread processed 20 K transactions.
The compute node provisioned 32 logical cores, with the
application overlapping execution of the threads for higher
throughput [13, 21, 23, 29]. Each transaction contained three
reads and three writes, similar to the TPC-A benchmark [27].
Each update created a new version of a particular key’s value;
asynchronously, the application trimmed old versions.
Throughput: Figure 3 shows the KV-store throughput when
varying the size of local memory (normalized as a fraction of
the maximum working set size). In scenarios with less than
50% local memory, EC-Batch achieved higher transactions
per second (TPS) than Hydra. For example, TPS for EC-Batch
was 1.5%-48% higher than that of Hydra; this was because
EC-Batch only needed one RMA request to swap in a span.
EC-Batch was at most 29% slower than Non-FT, mainly due
to the additional parity update required for fault tolerance.
Remote memory usage: Compared to Hydra, EC-Batch used
up to 35% more remote memory. EC-Batch defragmented
remote memory using compaction, but when local memory
space was less than 50%, remote compaction could not im-
mediately defragment the spanset holes created by frequent
span swap-ins. As local memory grew larger, span fetching
became less frequent, making it easier for remote compaction
to reclaim space. In this less hectic environment, EC-Batch’s
remote memory usage was similar to Hydra.
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4 Discussions
Memory sharing across processes/applications: Carbink
relies on locks to synchronize remotable object accesses
among different application threads and background swap-
out threads in the same process. To extend Carbink cross
processes/applications, one possible approach is to rely on
shared memory across different processes to implement such
synchronization. Another possible approach is to rely on a sep-
arate process that handles and synchronizes object accesses
from all processes in one compute node. This approach is
similar to the microkernel approaches to host networking [19]
and filesystem [17].
Emerging hardware for disaggregated memory: Emerg-
ing high-performance compute-memory interconnects like
CXL [2] and CCIX [1] support pooled memory shared by
multiple CPU sockets and hardware-based cache coherence
between CPU memory and device memory. These intercon-
nects have enabled small-scale (i.e., 8-16 CPU sockets) mem-
ory disaggregation with nearly no performance loss [16]. In
this context, Carbink’s span-based erasure coding approach
can be applied to make the pooled memory tolerate individual
DIMM failure.
Scalability of the memory manager: Carbink memory
manager tracks the liveness of compute nodes and memory
nodes, and handles memory registration/deregistration and
allocation/deallocation. We expect the memory manager to
provide second-level liveness monitoring, while individual
compute nodes may implement millisecond- or microsecond-
level monitoring for the memory nodes they use. Thus the
liveness monitoring on the memory manager will less likely
become a bottleneck. Besides, the memory manager register-
s/deregisters and allocates/deallocates far memory in the unit
of GB-level regions; this avoids frequent involvements of the
memory manager and the manager only needs to maintain
small in-memory states for these region assignments.
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